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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Patricia O'Donnell

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I live in Lambridge. I object to the current proposals for the new Larkhall ward. It will separate a section off the community, namely the church and dowding
road area. This area is essentially part of the Larkhall community and as such should be represent by the same councillors. Is divisive and unfair to the
community of Larkhall. I also object to the reduction of councillors from 2.to 1 Denying reprentatlon on cosy grounds.s

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/12056
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Dina O'Driscoll

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We are residents of Combe Down a defined district on the outskirts of Bath. The
proposed change moves the eastern boundary of the council ward to the line of a
footpath. Our address is within the parish of Combe Down and the primary school
catchment area. The proposed new boundary is not reflected in the geography of the
area as there is a distinct break in the built up area between Shaft road and Claverton
Down. We wish to object to this proposal. John and Dina O'Driscoll

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Georgia Palmer

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
As a resident who has grown up in Combe Down, I felt extremely disappointed to hear about the proposed boundary movement. I took my first steps among
these people. They greeted me as I walked to and from the local school each day. They support each other through times of illness, grief or joy. They take
pride In their community and show real Interest In local Issues. The way In which the residents have united to object to this proposal has made me prouder
than ever to be a part of this community. Diving the ward will divide the community. Moving the boundar1es wlll Isolate myself, and other residents being cut
out of Combe Down, from the local issues of our ward. Not only will we not have a say within our village, but we will be so far removed from "Claverton" that
our opinions will not be considered there either. Aside from feeling removed, the proposal poses practical issues to many of the locals in Combe Down.
Travelllng to Claverton to vote wlll not be an option for many of the elderly residents and they may not remain as Informed of local Issues as they currently
are. The proposed boundary layout appears to make little sense and hasn't looked at the historical vlllage boundaries. For example, the proposed boundary wlll
run as far along as Odd Down and Entry Hill - this has cut off a sizeable chunk of the current ward which so happens to be one of the original parts of the
village. I feel they could be moved further towards Claverton Down while removing these parts of the ward that run as far along as Odd Down and Entry Hill. I
strongly feel that the proposed boundaries should be revised and take into account the impact it could have on the local people of the community. I hope the
outcry from the ward of Combe Down will prompt this proposal to be reconsidered.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation. lgbce.org .uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/11969
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

jane parfitt

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I find it difficult to understand why the Westmorland area is up for a proposed change. Currently the Westmorland Councillor provides a vital support to our
community. June Player is constantly keeping us all infonned of all changes effecting the community and knows the majority of us by names. This is ward is
supported by only one person. Why Increase the new propsed ward from 2 to 3 counclllors rs crazy, and defeats the object. If Westmortand only Counclllor Is
working well for all the community then why change It. I do NOT agree with these proposed changes.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/12017
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Helen Parker

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I fully support the proposal to form a two-member ward
for the whole Chew Valley. This is for two reasons. First, there are numerous links
between the Chew Valley and Stanton Drew. Not only is Stanton Drew geologically in the
valley (the River Chew runs through it) but the communities are closely linked by our
(scant) bus services, our Federated primary school (which share teachers), and our linked
churches. Second, the creation of a single, two-member ward would enable better
coordination on and advocacy for vital community projects, such as the Chew Valley
Recreational Trail - a contiguous path around the Chew Valley Lake. This project has
stalled multiples times to to spanning wards, and differing political priorities.
Fundamentally, the Chew Valley centres around the river and the Lake. The lake is the
defining and uniting feature of the area. It makes sense to have one ward. There are
also obvious benefits of two-member wards, regarding absence cover, etc.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Wilma Parkinson

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I feel the proposed changes do not preserve the real community identity and interests. It will be splitting an area that is part of Bath but very much its own.

Uploaded Document•:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/12016
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

David Pearce

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I am concerned that the changes to the old Lambridge ward in some cases do not reflect notions of community identity as perceived by residents. I refer
mainly to cutting Bailbrook Lane at the point where it crosses the A46. This is a somewhat artificial boundary as the A46 is in a tunnel and does not represent
a physical barrier on the lane, The hamlet of Ballbrook {certainly as far east as the mission chapel or 'tin church') was separated from Batheaston and brought
Into the then City of Bath In the 1960s preclsely because Ballbrook looked west (towards the City} rather than east (towards Batheaston}. The llnk with the
City of Bath and subsequently Bath and North East Somerset has proved very satisfactory in the 40 + years that we have lived in Bailbrook. Residents of
Bailbrook village look towards Lark.hall for their educational needs (both primary and secondary schools), Health needs (most residents are registered at
practices based on Falrfleld Park Health Centre or Grosvenor Place}, shopping and entertainment. To place Ballbrook In Bathavon North would be to separate
residents from the locatlon of the services they need and use on vlrtually a dally basis. The nearest local bus (which picks up on The Gloucester Road} takes
people to Lark.hall, the London Road and from there into the City. An vital service for the elderty and those without transport which exactly reflects the way
local people see the source of their services ie Larkhall then London Road and then the City. My other comment relates to the small size of the proposed
Larkhall ward which leaves it with only sufficient voters to warrant one councillor. Single councillor wards can be problematic and my thought would be to
combine the Larkhall ward with the Walcot Ward and to make this larger area represented by three counclllors. In the same way as Ballbrook residents look
towards Larkhall so a good many Walcot residents see the London Road/Lark.hall area as the centre of their community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/12073
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

pearson paul

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
As a business operating within Westmoreland, employing 80-100 young people, we have over time been very involved with both June and Colin is making
Westmoreland a cleaner and safer neighbourhood. in essence a better place to live. I feel by enlarging this ward we could risk losing a valuable sense of
Identity and community, putting at risk the valuable engagement and representation that Is currently In place.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation. lgbce.org .uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/11999
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Bath end North East somereet
Personal Detalls:
llm Pentreath

Name:
l!·m•II:

Poncode:

Org•nl..tlon Name:

Future Annollltion1
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Claverton Down/ Combe Down boundary

text:
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Uploedecl Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Ian Perkins

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Mr

Comment text:
BANES makes little sense as a local authority. Bath has little in common with Northeast
Somerset. Bath is the cultural and economic powerhouse of the local authority but has
little representation in the council.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Helen Peter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Widcombe West Residents Group and Widcombe Association

Comment text:
The Local Government Boundary Commission's proposed new ward map - overprinted with
the Widcombe Association's counter-proposals for a simpler - and more appropriate 3-ward re-arrangement for the southern and eastern parts of the city. Dear Gg
Pragmatists in our midst might argue that fewer councillors will make the machinery of
B&NES work more smoothly. Cynics will tell you a reduction in numbers helps the Council
by reducing salary costs (every little helps in a climate of austerity and spending cuts).
But the reality is that in reducing the number of B&NES councillors by 10% to 59, each
of those councillors will have to work a little harder to respond to and represent the
views of a larger number of residents. As our population continues to grow (by an
estimated 10% over the current decade in Bath) so our democratic resource shrinks...
But whatever you think of this news, there can be little doubt that the methodology
applied by the Local Government Boundary Commission to reconfiguring wards in many
parts of Bath has resulted in proposals that signally fail to deliver on the three target
objectives of "having equality in the number of electors each councillor represents"
"reflecting community identity" and "providing for effective and convenient local
government". Nowhere is this more apparent than in and around Widcombe, where
mathematically the Commission’s proposals to redraw local ward boundaries satisfy only
the first of the three criteria, while being totally at odds with the other two. Under the
LGBC's current proposals, locations, residents and organisations within what we all know
to be Widcombe would seemingly be transplanted to other wards. The Widcombe
Association would need to interact with FIVE sets of councillors rather than just one pair
as of now. Administratively, main roads would be split. Nearby, Combe Down would be
arbitrarily divided and an incoherent Claverton Down Ward created. The Association is
extremely disappointed and concerned by what is being proposed, as are other Bath
organisations, the more so since the Commission appears to have ignored our earlier
constructive suggestions which we believe comprehensively deliver on all three of the
stated objectives, not just on the first. As a long-established, thriving residents'
association we are fortunate to have a hardworking and dedicated committee supported
by a wealth of professional experience amongst our members, and we are committed to
doing whatever we can to improve the lives of the residents in and around our patch - so
having our constructive suggestions ignored feels to many of us like a slap in the face!
But we don't intend to back down, and we've invited our members to support our
proposals by writing to the Commission. We invite you to look at our representations
more closely, and if you agree with them, to do the same. Follow these links to learn
more: Examine the LGBC's proposals View the Widcombe Association's submission* Make
your views known to the Commission (it's easy to do online... and if appropriate you
might like to use a form of words similar to that suggested below...) Thank you for your
attention, and please note that the deadline for responding to these proposals is Monday
19th February. Regards Chris Chris Rogers Widcombe Association Committee Member for
Networking & Communications * we are considerably indebted to our Secretary, Alan
Langton, for the work he has put into researching and refining these proposals Suggested
form of words for your use... Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East
Somerset living in [ .......] . I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new
wards in the City of Bath. I feel that the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area

2/8/2018
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Vanes s a Pharo

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Dear Sirs, I am writing as a resident of Bath and NorthEast Somerset living in Widcombe; I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the
City of Bath. It seems to me that the only way in which the proposals meet the stated aims of the LGBC is in voter equality, and not at all in either of the
other two alms. Wldcombe Is a vibrant and cohesive community which would be spllt across five wards; this spllt would make community projects and business
very dlfflcult and disparate for no reason. Wldcombe Is Is the focus of where we llve (In Abbey View Gardens} and the community links, be they soclal,
transport or amenity would be better served, it seems, by having an extended Widcombe and Lyncombe ward; rather than being broken and fractured by the
proposals of the LGBC. This combination of two neighbouring areas would reflect the already strong local community. I know that Widcombe Association has
proposed an altematlve way to achieve the stated alms for ward changes; I really hope that, given that there have to be changes, that these proposals are
followed. Yours faithfully Vanessa Pharo

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation. lgbce.org .uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/11884
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

robin phillips
10 February 2018 20:13
Owen, David;
SAVE COMBE DOWN BATH
Map.pdf

A SOLUTION FOR THE BOUNDARY COMMISSION TO CONSIDER

S

To: robin phillips <
Subject: Re: SAVE COMBE DOWN BATH A SOLUTION FOR BOUNDARY COMMISSION TO CONSIDER

Dear Mr Owen , I trust you are well. Apologies for e‐mailing late after office hours but new Golden Retriever puppy
collected to‐day , so I have been err 'busy'!
We have communicated regarding the Boundary Commissions' ( ridiculous ) plan to 'carve up' our historic village.
You have been sent details of the unaminous 'show of hands' photo taken at the public meeting when Villagers
showed their objection to the Boundary Commissions' proposal.
We have as a Community prepared a sensible solution to your difficulty with this issue.
Please find attached a detailed map which indicates the current boundary with our proposal for adjustment. Shown
in green.
All parties attending the meeting agreed this would provide a sensible solution to the problem , given the need to
accommodate the new residents moving in to, for example, the re developed MOD site.
( Had the Community known that as this large development progressed , we would have raised massive objections
at planning stages , had we been aware our Community and Village would be ripped apart and ' moved ' by the
Boundary Commission to Claverton ).

Our proposal makes sense , please will you therefore instigate a detailed examination of this map as attached ....
and importantly confirm safe receipt . Feelings in our community are running extremely strongly over this issue , we
do trust that common sense will prevail. Our proposal for adjustment will offer a solution for you and prevent our
historic village not being subjected to a ' carve ‐up '.
Best Wishes
Robin Phillips
For Save Combe Down
1

( Persons , not the direct recipient of this e‐mail have been included in this communication)
Sent from Samsung tablet
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:

Name: Richard Pickett
E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name: retired
Comment text:

I strongly oppose the proposed boundary c hanges to the current Lambridge Ward which would split up the very vibrant community of Larkhall. It has a unique
village atmosphere and supplies the surrounding are with a wealth of amenities to the local population.
Uploaded Documents:

None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/12043
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kenneth Plant
16 February 2018 18:59
reviews
Boundary change proposals in BANES

It would seem that the proposed change to the size of Saltford ward without an appropriate increase in the number
councillors will leave it seriously underrepresented.
I am most concerned.
Ken Plant
Resident for over thirty years.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cath Pope <
10 February 2018 21:22
Owen, David
Boundary Changes - BANES

Dear Sirs,
I am writing as a resident of BANES, living in Combe Down, Bath.
I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Bath, and, specifically that the boundary
with a new Claverton Down ward should cross through Combe Down village.
I feel that the proposed changes for Combe Down ward are not satisfactory, and do not meet the stated aims of the
LGBC, in particular cohesion of the community.
The draft proposals result in the vibrant, close‐knit community of Combe Down which has a strong physical and
social identity, being split, and part of the 'old village' being moved to the new, disconnected, Claverton Down ward.
This would greatly complicate communications and community engagement on local issues, eroding the efficienct
working of local government.
On a practical level it could mean, under new proposals that i} children of families living east of the village would
attend school that was in a different ward, ii} the electorate to the east of the village would have a councillor who is
not familiar with issues affecting Combe Down, and iii} many voters to the east of the village would have
considerable difficulty travelling the increased distance to vote.
Conclusion ; the proposal for a Claverton Down ward boundary across Combe Down's 'old village' (along the 'Long
Drung') is untenable.
The physical links, facilities, and above all, community links demonstrate that the whole of the 'old village' has a
strong identity as 'Combe Down'.
Community representation and decisions need to be taken across the whole area, including the 'old village'.
The recent controvercy over the possible loss of Combe Down allottments at the end of Church Road illustrates how
anomalous the proposal is. Under the proposal the allottments would be in Claverton Down ward, yet most of the
affected electorate would be in Combe Down.
This proposed change is rejected, with the suggestion that the boundary between Claverton Down and Combe
Down wards should be to the east of Shaft Road
Yours faithfully,
Catherine Pope

1

Consultation on draft recommendations
14 February 2018
My proposal would rectify some errors in interpretation of the natural boundaries of neighbourhoods
in the west side of Bath. The area covers the proposed wards of Twerton, Southdown, Oldfield Park
and Moorfields. The area covers approximately the same area as the current wards of Twerton,
Southdown, Westmoreland, Widcombe and Oldfield.
The Proposed Wards:

Figure 1: Proposed ward boundaries.

1

The Current Wards:

Figure 2: The current ward boundaries.

The main rules which LGBC must follow in forming new ward boundaries – and new wards is:
1. Delivering electoral equality for local voters – this means ensuring that each local councillor
represents roughly the same number of people so that the value of your vote is the same
regardless of where you live in the local authority area.
2. Reflecting the interests and identities of local communities – this means establishing electoral
arrangements which, as far as possible, maintain local ties and where boundaries are easily
identifiable.
3. Promoting effective and convenient local government – this means ensuring that the new
wards or electoral divisions can be represented effectively by their elected representative(s)
and that the new electoral arrangements as a whole allow the local authority to conduct its
business effectively. In addition, we must also ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the
electoral cycle of the council.
The proposed boundaries conflict with point (2), above. The following topographical map shown in
Figure 3, below, shows how the current boundaries surrounded natural neighbourhoods.

2

Figure 3: Topographical map of the area of concern. Apologies for pencilling as no topographical maps showing ward
boundaries could be found in the short time scale provided for this consultation.

The current boundaries are also reflected in streets and rivers:

Figure 4: Boundaries formed by streets and rivers. The boundary of the linear park is also indicated. It divides the
Westmoreland Ward east and west – connecting two disparate neighbourhoods.

Points (1) and (3) are violated in the proposal for Oldfield Park having three Councillors covering a
vast and diverse sets of neighbourhoods: the Lansdown view/King George’s Road estates, Oldfield
3

Park proper about the railway station, and east Widcombe which has no possible links with the
western park of the proposed ward. Election by threes might result in three parties covering the
same ward which is financially impractical for a single Councillor to cover. The Council runs elections
every four years, and wards have 2 Councillors.
The new proposals contradict severely the intent of point (2). Why?
1. Southdown ward is extended from the top of Southdown, at high altitude, down to the
railway line adjacent to the Avon River. The topographical map (Fig. 3) shows why
Southdown was drawn on the higher hills of Bath. There is no natural community that spans
from the top to the river.
2. The Whiteway area of Southdown ward is annexed to Twerton. This too, is not a natural
community connection. Whiteway belongs to Southdown historically.
3. Twerton is extended into Whiteway and the current Southdown. The neighbourhoods have
no relation to each other.
4. The proposed Oldfield Park ward extends west to Twerton along the Avon river boundary
and then south to the railway line. It also is extended east taking over a large part of the
traditional Widcombe ward.
5. The area betwixt the current Twerton and Westmoreland wards near the railway line and
east to the Linear Park demarcation is traditionally a Twerton neighbourhood. Land to the
east of Linear Park is Oldfield Park.
6. The land south of the Oldfield Park railway station is known as South Twerton. It is in
Westmoreland ward now, but you propose to move it into Southdown.
The proposals are correct in using the Linear Park (approximately) as a boundary line with the
proposed Oldfield Park ward on the east and the proposed Southdown ward on the west. However,
as I pointed out the northern area of the proposed Southdown ward west of the Linear Park is
Twerton, traditionally, culturally, and as a single neighbourhood.
My proposal is to keep Southdown on the Downs to prevent encroachment on Twerton natives in
Twerton and South Twerton. Extend Twerton east to Linear Park. Keep Whiteway in Southdown.
Moorlands ward can remain. Create Oldfield Park around the Oldfield Park railway station, use the
A3604, Brook Road, and Linear Park as the western boundary. The eastern boundary of the
proposed Oldfield Park ward looks correct as proposed.
The result is that four wards cover the same area but with natural boundaries. The current and
proposed boundaries for this area comprise four wards as well, so there is no change in numbers of
wards.
To see it all on one map is impossible as you do not allow topography to be displayed, nor can I see
how to calculate the number of electors in each of my new proposed wards. Indeed, Lucy Porter,
review assistant at LGBCE writes about the unavailability of a facility to show you how many electors
reside in the area that are drawn on your maps. Porter writes on 12 February 2018 that
“Unfortunately, we do not have this facility available. This is because not all councils have geo‐coded
registers. Therefore, there is no way to apply this feature to our consultation portal. I realise that
this is very frustrating in terms of proposing ward boundaries and it is an issue we are aware
of. Hopefully it is a feature which we can work on in the future.” I wonder how the Boundary
Commission were able to draw proposed ward boundaries in Bath without the available count of
electors and still decide that there were 2500 voters in the new proposed wards?
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However, here is my proposed map:

Figure 5: The four wards cover the exact same area, so do not influence neighbouring wards.

The counts for each ward should remain the same. I expect 2 Councillors per ward. Bath & North
East Somerset does not elect by threes. Elections are every four years.
Dr John Potjewyd

5

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

fiona Powell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hello. I am very disappointed to see that Bathavon North will have Bathampton Parish
hived off it under these proposals. We share much in common with Batheaston and
Bathford in particular - we are booth main road routes into the East of Bath and share
common issues as a result. There is a strong connection as we all look over the meadows
in the middle of us and the arrangement works well as it stands. Can Bathavon North not
still have Bathampton and only two councillors?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Preece, Matthew <
14 February 2018 08:15
Owen, David
Save Combe Down

Dear Mr. Owen,
I am writing to you to raise a concern I have with the proposed boundary change in Combe Down.
Upon reviewing the new proposed boundary position, I fail to understand why it will effectively dissect the
existing centre of Combe Down village.
As a proud member of the Combe Down community for over 10 years, I feel a boundary change would
negatively impact community spirit.
I would venture to suggest that the new boundary line runs along North Road and then down Shaft Road,
as highlighted in the diagram below :

I welcome your feedback.
Yours sincerely,
Matt Preece

1

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Hugh Prentice

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The purpose of this review is to ensure fair representation. My view is this is best
achieved in B&NES by having 2 councillors per ward, so that there is more chance of
having a councillor who you can relate with, to represent your views.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Anthony Price

Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

West Boundary -Entry Hill

Annotation 2:

East Boundary - Rear of Shaft Road

Comment text:
My views on the boundary changes suggested are:- 1. The proposed boundary slices through what is an historical conservation area of Bath 2. As a result a large
section of the historical Combe Down mines would be apportioned to Claverton. 3. The stone from the mines was used in the building of Bath and Buckingham
Palace. 4. The last surviving "tommy" Harry Patch was born and lived in Combe Down with a plaque to mark his residence. It seems ironic that this year, the 100
anniversary of the end of the 1st World War, in which he fought and survived, that his residence should be displaced to another ward. 5. Being subjected to the
changes proposed means that we would be voting in an area of which we have no community knowledge or interest that we have gained over the years in Combe
Down. 6. Lincombe Vale normally associated with Widcombe seems now to be included in the Combe Down ward and would be better served by Widcombe ward for
the same reasons as 6 above. 7. My proposal limits the western boundary to Entry Hill and extends east to the rear of Shaft Road thereby encompassing the
boundaries of the Combe Down Stone mines.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Charlie Prince

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I found it very difficult to work out the dividing line for the shape of the proposed new
ward and then to work out the number of residents. If it follows a similar line already in
existence along Brougham Hayes and also includes all of the Riverside development so
far, including Faulkland Road and up to the Linear, I'm hoping this will be in line with the
voter figures you are suggesting. I say this because a lot of the properties in our ward
are student H.M.O.'s and so have a lot of potential voters in them. I feel that currently
there is a great community identity within the Westmoreland Ward, and I cannot
understand how this can continue to exist with the proposed inclusion of the Eastern side
which extends to just before Churchill Bridge, as this area is mainly commercial. This
proposal will greatly disadvantage any single standing group or party councillor who (a)
would have to take on all the ward work of the other two councillors, and (b) would
result in the voters receiving a much poorer service as the job would be unmanageable.
You would not be able to divide the ward up into thirds, unless you had 3 councillors in
from the same group or party.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cathy Pymer
19 January 2018 15:37
Owen, David
Proposed boundary change for Combe Down, Bath

Dear Mr Owen
I am writing to object to the proposed boundary change for Combe Down, Bath. I understand that the eastern half of the
village is planned to be moved to the parish of Claverton.
I am a previous resident of Claverton, and now a resident of Combe Down. Claverton is composed of 3 areas of housing –
the western end at the top of Brassknocker Hill, the village of Claverton itself, containing the church as one social hub,
and the eastern end at the top of Widcombe Hill, with the parish hall‐ another social hub. My experience as a resident of
the Western end is that there is little cohesion between these areas, since they are each separated by around a mile of
open country. To add a further area, another mile west of the current boundary, and 2 miles from the social hubs, makes
little practical sense and does not help build a sense of community.
Combe Down itself has a very strong sense of community. It is a village which is surrounded by open countryside which
defines its natural borders. There is a social hub of shops, a church and parish hall, a scout hut and schools. The dwellings
which are proposed to be moved into Claverton are all part of this contiguous social network and are much closer to the
hub of Combe Down than they are to any part of Claverton.
This proposal therefore feels like a numbers ‐driven approach from central government which pays no heed to local
knowledge or common sense. It flies in the face of the dogma of successive recent governments about giving local people
some power over their communities. I request that you reconsider and leave the Combe Down boundary untouched.
Yours sincerely
Cathy Pymer
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Quirk <
19 February 2018 22:22
reviews
Objection to Ward of Lambridge changes

Dear LGBC,
As a resident of Larkhall I would like to register my objection to the proposed boundary changes to our Ward and
the reduction of councillors. I feel that you are failing to implement your own criteria for changes, in that you are no
preserving community identity and interests and also that your changes will not be efficient and convenient for
residents.
Yours sincerely, Chris Quirk
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

19 February 2018 22:22
reviews
Objection to Ward of Lambridge changes

Dear LGBC,

As a resident of Larkhall I would like to register my objection to the proposed boundary changes to
our Ward and the reduction of councillors. I feel that you are failing to implement your own criteria
for changes, in that you are no preserving community identity and interests and also that your
changes will not be efficient and convenient for residents.
Yours sincerely, Natalie Quirk
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Paul Rankin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Lansdown Ward is proposed to become a one Councillor Ward and the lower part of the
Lansdown Ward becoming attached to the northern part of the Kingsmead ward. My
property is currently within the Lansdown Ward and is strongly identified by Lansdown
road which has always run through it . The property and area has no association with the
Kingmead ward and has unique challenges which will be better represented by a
Councillor with a working knowledge and presence of the Lansdown Ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Janet Read

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I wish to object to the proposal to split the village of Combe Down, making the area east of the Long Drung into a new ward of Claverton. Historically the
village of Combe Down has had its own distinct sense of identity, quite separate from nearby Bath, and Tyning Road was at the heart of it. There were once
many shops along Tynlng Rd used by all the vlllagers and Tynlng Rd and Gladstone Rd were the homes of famous Combe Down resident Harry Patch. The old
village school was also sited to the east of the Long Drung. Young men from the l'ynlng Rd area who fought and died In both world wars are commemorated on
the War memorial to the Firs Field. So this area is and was very much part of Combe Down Village and should remain so To split it from the rest of Combe
Down would create a number of difficulties. Politically to have separate representatives on B&NES council would be counter - productive as councillors from both
wards would need to be representing the needs of the village and repllcatlng each others' efforts. Would those llvlng East of the Long Drung have the right to a
say In any proposed changes to the west of the Long Dn.ing and vice versa. Could those In the new Claverton ward protest If their local shops, surgery or
dentist were threatened with closure? Would children living in the new Claverton area have the right to attend Combe Down Primary School - closer by far than
any other school? I hope you will take this opinion into account when making any decision about the future of Combe Down
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Andrew Redman
06 February 2018 10:21
reviews
Boundary Changes to Lambridge Ward for BANES Local Council Elections

Dear Boundary Commission
Re: The Proposed boundary changes to Lambridge Ward
I would like to register my protest at the extent of the proposed new Larkhall ward boundary. I understand that you
have difficult decisions to make and that it might look like a convenient solution on the map, but I would like to offer
you some feedback from our family actually living in this area:
1. In Fairfield Park, Larkhall is the centre of our community NOT Walcott
Larkhall has a strong independent identity and most people on the North East of the city, including Fairfield Park
where we live, identify themselves as being part of Larkhall NOT Walcott. Our children go (or have gone) to school in
Larkhall, we socialise, shop, worship and support events in Larkhall ‐ NOT Walcott.
For example, we often attend events at the Oriel Hall, including the Christmas Fair where my wife exhibits. We also
take part in the Larkhall festival, and the Larkhall Open Studios (is there even a Walcott Open Studios? I have no
idea!).
Therefore your proposal to remove Fairfield Park from current Lambridge Ward goes strongly against our
community identity. In other words, under this new proposal, we would be voting for a councillor in an area that we
have nothing to do with, whilst we'd have no voting rights for the area we are actually involved with.
I believe the majority of people in our area would feel the same ‐ particularly those parents. Any new boundary
must reflect this identity.
2. St Saviours Church is part of Larkhall NOT Walcott
St Saviours is the church of Larkhall. It makes no sense to remove this from the Larkhall boundary. The local school
in Larkhall has links with the Church and is named after it. The inhabitants of Larkhall worship there. If you remove
St Saviours from Larkhall then you are effectively removing any voting rights of much of the congregation for
anything the council do that could affect the church. This makes no sense.
Equally, anyone living along St Saviours road will be facing towards Larkhall as their community centre in the same
way we do in Fairfield Park, with the same arguments.
Therefore I would strongly suggest that any new boundary needs to include St Saviours Church and St Saviours Road
down to where it meets London Road.

As I said, I understand you have been tasked with a difficult challenge of finding a way to reduce the head count of
Councillors, but at the moment this current proposal is not the right solution, as it does not reflect the real life
community identity or democratic rights of us to have a say over our real community.
I thank you for you time in considering my family and neighbours' point of view in this.
Kind regards,
1
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

andrew richman

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
The proposed new parish of Oldfield park has 3 councillors, this boundary should be changed to Z fitting better with the AIMS electoral review

Uploaded Document•:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

nadrew rixon

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have a number of objections to the current proposals. - the changes in the boundary cut off fairfeild park from lark.hall where the residents relate ta in terms
of a local shopping centre with post office etc. Decisions about Lark.hall are there for more likely to be relevant to them than walcot. - The long standing 2
counsellor system enables good democratic representation - eh currently we have two different parties represented - If our objections are not successful then
you must a t least reconsider the new boundary which cuts out Saviour's church (the church for the larkhall schools) and the surrounding roads Dowding,.Hollands, etc which are very clearly part of the larkhall community

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Andrea Robinson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am writing to comment regarding the proposed amalgamation of the current ward of
Westmoreland into a new Oldfield Park ward represented by three councillors. I object to
this proposal for the following reasons: The proposed new ward encompasses a very
diverse area consisting of a primarily family/student community at the west end and a
more industrial/office community at the east. It does not seem logical to try to lump
these two very distinct groups together as one community, as each has its own unique
issues. Surely it would make far more sense to divide the proposed area into two wards,
with the family/student community represented by two councillors (and maintaining
something close to the original boundary of Westmoreland ward, with small adjustments
to increase the eastern boundary), and the remainder represented by one councillor. As I
understand it, this would still result in a roughly equitable distribution of residents per
councillor, whilst allowing for the same desired reduction in councillors (3 in total). It
would also reflect the distinct communities that do exist in these areas. Westmoreland,
for example, has several existing community groups including Westmoreland Speed
Watch, Westmoreland Snow Patrol, Westmoreland Residents’ Action Group and
Westmoreland Litter Pickers. Also, speaking from previous experience, I believe that the
only way a three-councillor ward would ever work is if all elected councillors were from
the same party and therefore would be obliged to work in complete co-operation with one
another. As there is no guarantee or even likelihood that this would happen in this area,
the residents would be a lot poorer for it and would not have decent representation.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Andrea Robinson

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
This is an addendum to my previous comment, for which I received confirmation of receipt on 5 Feb at 21:42. I have commented that the proposed Oldfield
Park ward should be split into two wards. I neglected to propose names for these two wards-my suggestions are as follows: Westmoreland ward (two
councillors-western side} Oldfield ward (one counclllor-eastem side} These names are currently In use and are therefore appropriate to the areas ln question.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

daphne roethenbaugh
15 February 2018 12:08
Owen, David
Boundary Commissions, plan

Dear Mr Owen,
I would like to express my concerns with regards to the new proposed boundary for Combe Down, Bath.
I have lived in the village of Combe Down for the past 11 years and when I had newly moved in, I felt most
welcomed. There is an extremely supportive community spirit throughout this lovely village just south of the busy
streets of Bath. Village neighbours smile and talk to each other and particularly the local dog owners who gather on
Firs Field every day. We have several events also on the Firs Field and the annual Rememberance Day service at the
war memorial.
May I suggest that the eastern boundary not be positioned as proposed on the drung pathway, thereby separating
good neighbours, but to be located at least at Shaft Road. Also, Combe Down village has an aging population and to
have to travel further afield for voting purposes would produce difficulties.
Thank you for your time
Best wishes,
Mrs D Roethenbaugh

1

And so, to vote, I'll presumably have to get in my car and drive to the Claverton polling station? Which is annoying for
me but presumably impossible for the elderly in my road who do not have any transport of their own. There is a real
issue of accessibility here.
- History. My cottage was one of the first hundred houses to be built in Combe Down in the early 1800s. It was lived in
by stone miners, as were almost all of the houses in this village. The stone mines beneath my house and underneath
many houses in Combe Down were filled in about 7-10 years ago, and my house was used as a refuge for families
whose houses were at risk of damage from the work that was taking place. So this house and many others like it
have been woven into the very fabric of Combe Down's history, almost from day one. It makes
absolutely no sense at all therefore to remove us from the Combe Down ward.
Instead of drawing the new boundary line down the drung, may I suggest that the line be drawn at Shaft Road, which
is at least a small way out of the village centre to the east.
Do please reconsider your plans. If you would like any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me
With kind regards
Rebecca Rogers
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Chris Rogers

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am a r esident of Bath & North East Somer set. I have lived in Bath for 25 years, and in the Widcombe ar ea for 15. Your proposed changes in
respect of the southern and eastem reaches of the city fail utterty to respond to and satisfy the target criteria of nreflecting community identity n and nproviding
for effective and convenient local government", and would result In the strong, vibrant and connected community of Wldcombe being spllt across five wards for
local councll representation, greatly compllcatlng communications and community engagement on local Issues, and eroding the efficient working of our local
govemment. The Widcombe Association is the city's largest residents' association and for over 30 year s has successfully campaigned for and repr esented the
local community, using the experience and resources of its committee to improve the lives of those who live and work in, and visit the southern and eastern
reaches of the city. The Association has carried out a comprehensive exercise which has resulted In proposals which meet all three objectives of the LGBC's
remit, and I commend these to you as a more sultable and appropriate way or redrawing our local electoral boundaries by creating a new and extended two
councillor war d of Widcombe and Lyncombe. This will help to preserve the homogeneity of the existing Widcombe community, allowing the Association to
continue to be an effective voice for local r esidents, and aid the efficiency of the local govemment machine. The same applies to the two other 2-councillor
wards of Bathwick and Combe Down proposed by the Association, both of which areas have their own strong demographic and community character. Thank you for your
attention. Yours falthfully Chris Rogers

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Roger Rolls

E-mail:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset
. I
would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Bath. I feel
that the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area are not satisfactory and do not
meet the stated aims of the LGBC, other than in respect of voter equality. The draft
proposals result in the strong, vibrant and connected community of Widcombe being split
across five wards for local council representation. This would greatly complicate
communications and community engagement on local issues, eroding the efficient working
of our local government.
is very much part of Widcombe yet these
proposals move us to another, disconnected, ward. We have strong social, transport and
amenity links to Widcombe and this is our community. We believe that we should be
included in an extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We believe wards can be designed
to still achieve the equality of voters objective whilst better reflecting our local
community. I believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our
strong local community and achieve consistency of local representation with
predominately two councillor wards ( for example by combining Widcombe & Lyncombe). I
am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the
stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and commend these proposals to
you. Roger and Janet Rolls

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Judy Ross

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to object to the proposed boundary changes, specifically those affecting the
current Lambridge ward. The relationship between the areas in Fairfield Park and
Bailbrook Lane have historically and continue to be most closely connnected to Larkhall
rather than Walcot or Bathavon North. The closest amenities to these areas are located in
Larkhall. These include shops, pubs, churches, village hall, local theatre and Alice Park. I
feel it is only fair that people in these communities should be allowed democratic
representation in matters that affect these facilities. The recent changes to the bus
service between Fairfield Park and Larkhall have produced widespread disapproval that
illustrates the connection felt between the communities of Fairfield Park and Lambridge. I
also feel that the small financial savings suggested by the reduction of the number of
councillors is a retrograde step regarding effective democratic representation.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

kirstie rowlandson

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I do not understand the changes, Widcombe for instance seems to be totally changing, and Oldfield Park seems to be taking some of Widcombe but ignoring
some of the Oldfield area. As a resident of the present Widcombe ward, who will be changed, I am very upset as I find our ward Councillors excellent and the
community Is very cohesive. There does seem a degree of change for changes sake, and I assume It will cost the councll tax payers a conslderable amount of
money, which would seem sllly when money Is tight In Bath. Or so we are told! Why not leave well alone
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Laura Rudge

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to say that I'm not in favour of changing the boundaries affecting Combe
Down. This boundary has been there for hundreds of years, is a very important village
with a village vibe which is seen less and less. I for one would be very upset if this was
moved.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Austin Samson

E-mall:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Mr

Comment text:
Proposed Boundary Change to Lambridge I have lived in the Larkhall area for many years and have brought up my family in this wonderful community. I feel
that the proposed changes will have a negative affect on this close knit community. Please note my comments as follows 'Reflecting community interests and
Identities' (LGBC criteria) Walcot, Falrfleld Park and Ballbrook share the same community Identity as Larkhall: Larkhall Is the heart and the hub of the
community. Therefore the areas mentioned above need to be Identified as a defined unit I.e. as Lambrldge Ward. There are a number of diverse clubs,
activities, including voluntary and community organisations that operate in Lark.hall that attract many people of all ages from the wider community. The New
Oriel Hall plays a big part in this providing an impressive range of activities http://neworielhall.org.uk/timetable/ Larkhall has three schools as well as a
shopping centre (with a wide range of shops as well as a call!, a dentist and a theatre) and all of these serve the surrounding areas. There Is a wonderful
Church within walklng distance of Larkhall Square Under the proposed boundary this Church will be outside the new Larkhall Ward People wlll be syphoned off
into new Wards which do not relate to their sense of their home community 'Providing for effective and convenient local government.' {LGBC criteria} The
vibrant and diverse interests of the community generate work that is beyond the scope of a single councilor and this would impact on the ability of the
community to provide a hub for the wider area. Therefore a new Larkhall would need two councilors irrespective of the geographical size of the ward in order
to meet the needs of Its Inhabitants Upper East Hayes, from Claremont to Snow Hiii, could easlly be added to the current Lambrldge ward In order to meet
number requirements Regards A D Samson
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Jane Samson

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
The proposals Lambridge Ward in Bath go against the LGBC's own criteria. 'Reflecting community interests and identities' (LGBC criteria): Walcot, Fairfield Park
and Bailbrook share the same community identity as Larkhall. Lark.hall is the heart and the hub of the community. Therefore the areas mentioned above need
to be Identified as a defined unit I.e. as Lambrldge Ward. There are a number of diverse clubs, activities, lncludlng voluntary and community organisations that
operate In Larkhall that attract many people of all ages from the wider community. lhe New Oriel Hall plays a big part In this providing an Impressive range of
activities http://neworielhall.org.uk/timetable/ Larkhall has three schools as well as a shopping centre (with a wide range of shops as well as a caf�, a dentist,
a church and a theatre) and all of these serve the surrounding areas. 'Providing for effective and convenient local government.' (LGBC criteria) The vibrant and
diverse Interests of the community generate work that Is beyond the scope of a single councillor and this would Impact on the ablllty of the community to
provide a hub for the wider area. A new Larkhall would need two counclllors Irrespective of the geographical size of the ward. Upper East Hayes, from
Claremont to Snow Hill, could easily be added to the current Lambridge ward in order to meet number requirements. Computers generate more, not less
communication and this would overload a single councillor.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Fred Sanders

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Our concern with the proposed boundary change is twofold. First is the splitting of Combe Down with a line down almost the middle of the village, placing
neighbours in different areas and effectively failing to recognise the desire by the vast majority of Combe Downers to remain in a single community with a
slngle Identity. The second concern Is one of representation by counclllors; they may not know the vlllage and Its residents. Whllsy I recognise the aim of the
change to rebalance the voting communities lt seems partlcularly perverse to chop lumps of well establlshed village communities where other changes could be
made which take account of our desire to remain as one.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Julian Schlosser

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Bear Flat Ward - Not keen on losing our ward, especially when it splits us into two.
Would the Bear Flat Ward remains as is. Thanks.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emma Searle
09 February 2018 08:54
Owen, David
Combe Down - Objection to proposed boundary changes

Dear David Owen,
I am writing to register my objection to the proposed boundary change in Combe Down, Bath.
Combe Down is a tight‐knit historic community; the proposed change would see this community split in half with
one half in Combe Down, the other in Claverton.
The village has been through a lot in recent years with the infill of the stone mines, a project that lasted ten years
and caused massive disruption to the local community. The stone mined in Combe Down built the historic city of
Bath; Combe Down has a heritage to be celebrated, not divided.
Please amend the proposed changes to ensure the village remains united and complete.
Best wishes
Emma Searle
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Jennifer Sharples

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I write in response ta the suggestion that the lower part of Lansdown ward is amalgamated into Kingsmead ward, and I strongly object to this proposal. I have
lived in Lansdown for over forty years and feel very much part of the local community. Very much of the local activity is focussed on Lansdown and St.
Stephen's Church. There Is a Lansdown Neighbourhood Group, Lansdown WI , St. Stephen's Allotments, Lansdown Mlllennlum Green and many others. We came
together to raise money to repair the Church tower, to oppose an Increase of the weight llmlt on our hlll, and continue to support local endeavours. Klngsmead
ward is in the city centre and has no connection with the area north of George Street. Our councillors are very much part of this community and provide
support for all local initiatives. It makes no sense to cut our community on half and submerge the lower part of Lansdown Road into an area with which we
have no local connections. It would weaken our community and our voice. Our counclllors play an Important part In our community and to reduce the number
would reduce our ablllty to enter Into the democratic process.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Matt Sharples

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I note your proposal to amalgamate a part of the current Lansdown Ward, Bath, into Kingsmead Ward. As a Lansdown resident for around 30 years, I strongly
oppose this amalgamation and ask you to think again. Kingsmead Ward is a largely city centre Ward and is very different in character from Lansdown. There
are no meaningful community links between Klngsmead and Lansdown, whereas Lansdown has a very strong community outlook and spirit. When proposals
were made some while ago to Increase the weight llmlt on Lansdown Road In a dangerous way, the whole community came together to oppose this. Having
been heavily involved with the Action Group, I witnessed the strength of the Lansdown community bond and commitment, which continues to this day. Our two
local Councillors provided valuable support in this, as they continue to do in the many other aspects of local community life. Similarly when the Church
proposed to sell off land for cramped, poor quallty, archltecturally out of character housing, the entire community again united to oppose and prevent this. As a
result, Lansdown residents - and our chlldren - have the advantage of a large community garden and events space In the form of the Mlllennlum Green.
Entirely funded and run by the local community, it is used by the Church, school, families and for numerous events. Lansdown Road is the key community focus
for our Ward and its identity. Lansdown identifies itself as the community along Lansdown Road from George Street to the Endsleigh plain. Your proposal to
subsume a large part of our community into Kingsmead Ward and reduce the number of Councillors will diminish and dishearten our community. In my view it
weakens our community voice, perhaps to the point of the diminishing democratic process. Please do not change Lansdown Ward or reduce Its number of
Councillors.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Peter Sharples

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I note your proposal to amalgamate a part of the current Lansdown Ward, Bath, into Kingsmead Ward. As a Lansdown resident for 40 years, I strongly oppose this
amalgamation and ask you to think again. Kingsmead Ward is a largely city centre Ward and is very different in character from Lansdown. There are no meanlngful
community links between Klngsmead and Lansdown, whereas Lansdown has a very strong community outlook and spirit. When proposals were made some whlle ago to
I ncrease the weight llmlt on Lansdown Road I n a dangerous way, the whole community came together to oppose this. As a coordinator of the Action Group, I witnessed
the strength of the Lansclown community bond and commitment, which continues to this day. Our two local Councillors provided valuable support in this, as they continue
to do in the many other aspects of local community life. Lansdown Road is the key community focus for our Ward and Its Identity. Lansdown Identifies I tself as the
community along Lansdown Road from George Street to the Endslelgh plaln. Your proposal to subsume a large part of our community Into Klngsmead Ward and reduce
the number of Councillors will diminish and dishearten our community. In my view It weakens our community voice, perhaps to the point of the diminishing democratic
process. Please do not change Lansdown Ward or reduce its number of Councillors. Peter Sharples
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Bath end North East somereet
Personal Detalls:
Name:

Colln Shaw

l!·m•II:

Poncode:

Org•nl..tlon Name:
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Map Feature,:

Annotadon 2: Include the marked area as Wldcombe • or find another way of keeping
Bear Flat together
Comment text:
I ,m coniierned ebout red111wlng the boundery between Oldfleld Perk, Wldcombe and 1¥nc,ombe. In the propos>ed pl11n the meln Wells AoDd • A376 • beclomes the
bound1ry between the w«nls. This would •Ired: residents' polltlQI representeUon with respect to 111ny future tr1nsport pllln lnvolvlng the A367. It could make It
e1tler to fo�e through n1dlQI ch1nges to tr1nsport on that route to the dlt1dv«ntege of the resldent:11 of the Be1r flat. They would be I minority voltie In each of
the three werds. ltoe mejorltles In the new werds might well benefit from ,ny plen funnelllng vehlcles through the Beer Flit, 1nd 1wey from their homes, It would
be d«m1glng to the re,Tdents of BHr flit. There •re other clar geogniphlcal «nd socl«I 11N1110n, why the Bar Flit should be trated ,, a unit 1nd not dlVlded.
Shops on both sides of the ro1d sh•re common Interests with respect to par1clng, pollclng and the future development off local community bulldlng, and transport
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Diane Shearn

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Having lived in Combe Down for over 50 years we have JUST heard ( from -a- friend who- has-just-learnt ) about "those in power" to take this dramatic decision. to change
our boundaries. Are the residents so unimportant that few if us knew anything of these
plans ,& presumably many will NOT know until the decision has been made . Our ancient,
proud Combe Down is, & always will be, Combe Down. How dare those, who no doubt
don't live in the area, make these unbelievable decisions. My roots were originally planted
outside of Bath & so I am not making this objection due to nostalgic reasons...but...a
word to the wise, those decision makers , dont be remembered for all of the wrong
reasons as many of those who did make wrong decisions eons ago by obliteraing many of
our Gerogian architecture, & of late by turning many of Bath's gems with yet more of a
student city. Yes, we have to progress, but progression is NOT revising our ancient
boundaries. I close by asking would it not be of vital imporatnce for the populas to be
made aware of this proposal of such magnitude, by maybe a mail shot. i DON't live in
Claverton Down! I live in COMBE DOWN

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

k shepherd

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

The big question is what is the real hidden agenda? over the last 50 years I find it difficult to find any particular improvement in a boundary I Parish change, I
feel there will be a long term motive, and history has proved time and again people should not be allowed to alter something where there is no need and no
real benefit to the locals affected. I smell big changes afoot, If those concerned are Interested In playlng around with something then I polltely suggest that
they take up flower arranging!
Uploaded Documents:

None Uploaded
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17th February, 2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England,
14th Floor,
Millbank Tower,
Millbank,
London,
SW1P 4QP

Dear Sir/Madam,
Draft Proposed Boundary Changes for Widcombe, Bath and North East Somerset
We have lived in the Widcombe ward of Bath for more than 20 years and at our current address
since 2008.
We have been members of the Widcombe Association for almost all of that time and one of us has
been on the Committee of the Association for the past 4 years (another of our Committee also resides
in Perrymead). We are active members of this strong and close‐knit community and see Widcombe
as our ‘village’ in the city. As well as having many friends in the area, we are registered for GP services
at the Widcombe Surgery, use the shops, restaurants and pubs in Widcombe village, are members of
the Widcombe Social Club and attend various events there, and sometimes visit the Widcombe
churches and the school (some of these venues host our AGM and Autumn meetings which are
always well‐attended). The proposed changes would exclude most of the area’s major facilities and
landmarks from the ward (including Widcombe Primary school, Thomas a’ Becket church, Widcombe
Manor, Crowe Hall etc.)
By contrast, we and our neighbour
have little or no regular relationship with Combe
Down, which lies to the south, but is not easily accessed due to the difference in levels and a lack of
direct road links. We never use the shops, pubs etc in Combe Down, have made no friends there, do
not use health services or whatever social facilities there may be in that area. There is no direct road
access (Perrymead is not a through road and has not been for at least twenty years) and a visit to the
local Combe Down village centre or shops on North Road or to vote would require a round car
journey of 3‐4 miles (passing through the proposed wards of Widcombe and Claverton Down).
Walking would not be a realistic option for any but the very fittest, due to the steep gradients. The
issues affecting each of these two areas are also quite distinct, making the work of elected Councillors
more difficult to manage.
The residents of the present Widcombe Ward have developed a strong sense of community and
homogeneity of interests over many years, and whilst the Widcombe Association is outward rather
than inward‐looking, welcoming residents from outside its boundaries to join and enjoy our many
events and regular activities (as by far the largest Residents’ Association in the city), its future would
be seriously undermined by being divided into several separate wards.

Accordingly, we strongly object to the draft proposals by the Commission which would decimate the
Widcombe Ward and which would transport Perrymead into a revised Combe Down Ward. We fully
support the counter proposals put forward by the Widcombe Association, which have been
thoroughly researched and carefully calculated to meet all the stated criteria of the boundary
commission’s objectives, whilst it is clear that the draft proposals by the Commission fail to meet 2
out of those 3 objectives.

Yours faithfully,

Chris and Jan Shepley
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Georgina Sheppard

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Dear Councillors. Having studied the current and proposed ward boundary changes, I am at a loss to see how it can be logical or indeed acceptable to promote
the breaking up of the extremely cohesive and thriving Widcombe Ward. The people of the current Widcombe Ward are very proud of their area which contains
so much natural beauty, and, through the good offices of the W A, many are actlvely engaged In the cultural, economic and rellglous llfe of their vibrant
community. It seems ludlcrous to exclude Wldcombe School and Manor, one of the hlstor1c Wldcombe churches (the oldest In Bath, I belleve) and parts of
Widcombe Hill from their current efficient and successful ward. Local issues are bound to become considerably harder to resolve if different Ward councillors are
involved with potential for neighbour conflict and upset if there is disagreement between the involved wards all of whom may have differing priorities. Four
generations of my famlly have llved In and felt part of and proud of Wldcombe which has a very strong Identity. over the years we as a famlly have actively
supported the parish, schools and local Institutions of Wldcombe and enjoyed and benefltted from Its many community activities. The area has a distinct,
thriving and much loved and valued identity. Through the tremendous efforts of successive generations of dedicated W A committee members, the area has
continually developed and improved and generated a thriving Ward with households who appreciate and contribute to the success of the unique whole. Areas of
the current Widcombe Ward which the Council now proposes to exclude from the historic heart of their community will feel justly embittered and resentful at
the way they have been parcelled up and attached to Bathwlck (which has Its own junior school and churches and distinct character), Lyncombe (which
stretches too far west to encompass the heart of Wldcombe and It's amenities) and the unnecessary new ward of Claverton Down whose households have been
quite content in the Combe Down and Bathwick wards. All in all, it seems a most unnecessary and ill-conceived set of boundary changes and I wholeheartedly
support the well thought-out set of suggestions and alternatives proposed by the Widcombe Association. I sincerely hope that the wishes of a thriving and
successful community, wherever they reside within the current Wldcombe Ward, will take precedence over a paper and pencll set of plans which wlll only serve
to fracture that community and Its Inhabitants.

Uploaded Documents:
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18 February 2018
Re: Boundary Changes – Bath City.
I am writing to express my concern regarding the proposed boundary changes.
I currently live in ‘Westmoreland’ and notice the ward is no longer going to exist. It
appears to be chopped in half, part going to ‘Oldfield Park’ and the other part going to
‘Southdown’ with a new ward ‘Moorlands’ taking a small area.
I would like to voice my objection to the proposed changes. I do not support the current
proposal.
I feel part of the community where I live and currently have more knowledge of this area
and its councillors than at any previous time. I like the community feel of ‘Westmorland’
and the many prompt actions that have been taken on matters I have brought to the
attention of our local independent councillors. I do feel informed and part of where I live.
In addition the area is very well served with community projects which make a
difference to the quality of life in this local community.
With regard to the following criteria outlined in the consultation:
1. Number of Voters.
While I understand the principle that each councillor will represent roughly the same
number of people, I do feel that each ward should not have more than 2 councillors. The
proposal for the new ward ‘Oldfield Park’ with 3 councillor is in my view unacceptable, in
particular if the councillors are from different political affiliations, there is limitation on the
time each councillors can spend with their constituents.
I would propose that Oldfield Park has two councillors and Moorlands has two
councillors, not 3 and 1 as currently proposed. A large 3 councillor ward would create
an unacceptable workload for one person.
2. Pattern reflects the interest and identity of local community.
Currently I feel that ‘Westmorland’ with its independent councillors has created an
identity and generated interest in this area. Local concerns have been addressed, there
is excellent access and dialogue with our local representative. I would prefer if this
situation remains and is not changed.

3. Effective Local Government.
If you really wish to have effective local government, why not go to one councillor per 59
wards and bring real accountability, with a singe representative. A three councillor ward
is not acceptable and diminishes local accountability and local voice.
Finally, perhaps it would be best to have all current councillors involved met collectively
despite political differences, collaborate and co-operate to produce a proposal that more
represents local community and interests.
An imposition from a desktop, with little understanding of local requirements would be a
real shame, perhaps letting Bath and its residents decide would be a democratic
approach. In particular I am somewhat dismayed that the Independent nature of
‘Westmorland’ is being taken away, something I value greatly.
From a personal point of view I would like Westmorland to remain a two person ward,
with the issue of new developments along the Lower Bristol Road, with associated
numbers dealt with as a new area in its own right and as an area that will no doubt
expand.

Yours sincerely

Aidan E Simmons.

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Alexander Smith

Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:
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Annotation 1: Combe Down - Suggested boundaries based upon local
geographic factors
Annotation 2:

Combe Down - Additional area to the east

Annotation 3:

Come Down - East End of the village currently proposed to be
merged with Claverton Down. Shares a continuous non-bounded area with the
remainder of Combe Down village.
Comment text:
The proposed boundaries for Combe Down ward, Bath, bear no resemblance to the geographical, social or historic boundaries of the area.
Herein I describe the geography of Combe Down and use it to propose a way in which the plans can better resemble the interests and
identities of the Combe Down community, as well as commenting generally in a few wider points for some areas in and around Bath. Combe
Down is a former quarrying village, overlooking Bath atop the hill to the south, providing stone for the city during the 18th and 19th centuries.
The settlement is mostly linear, following the ridge line of the hill which travels WSW to NNE roughly 100 metres in altitude above Bath and
just over a mile away from the River. The older buildings in Combe Down are situated at the southern end of 'The Avenue' - the street leading
from Bath to the historic centre of the village - a short walk from the quarries. The quarry masters and workers houses are on the Wiltshirefacing slopes on Church Road, which spans a short stretch east to west across the village before turning into Combe Road and then joining
North Road. Following Church Road eastwards leads to Tyning Road (where Harry Patch, "the last fighting Tommy" who was born in the village,
used to live) which also joins North Road The area contained within the aforementioned roads (and the Combe Down, Upper Lawn, and Mount
Pleasant Quarries further east) describes the historic area of the village and should not be separated for historic and cultural reasons. There is
little to distinguish any one section within this area from another and the churches, schools and services within the village serve the single
community. To describe a small area of the east of the village (fully connected to the west) as Claverton Down, which has it's own community
over a mile away, is separated by woodland, and contains the university, would be highly inaccurate. Therefore I suggest that the proposed
boundary between Combe Down and Claverton Down passing down the passage between North Road and Church Road / Belmont Road divides
an otherwise fully-connected community, currently represented as a single ward, and should not be separated as proposed following this public
consultation. This area is marked as Annotation 3. On the west side of the village are much newer housing developments with little shared
history with the east. On the map, it would appear to be physically separated by an old army barracks, however this separation is less
apparent following construction of the Mulberry Park housing development. Socially, the Fox Hill community are very much connected to Combe
Down, despite differences in circumstances. Fox Hill is served by St Andrew's, Hawthorn Grove, which forms a single church with Holy Trinity,
Church Road, Combe Down, under the single name 'Holy Trinity Combe Down'. They are a single community, as described on their website
www.htcd.church as "Two Locations, One Church: Together we are HTCD". This fact should be taken into consideration for boundaries. In the
proposal being consulted upon, this social and community connection remains unbroken - with the exception made in the previous point. To the
north, Prior Park College, previously home to Ralph Allen who was historically heavily involved with Combe Down. In Annotation 1, I have
marked this as within the ward, as is the case in the proposals but not the current ward layout. Meanwhile, Ralph Allen School, to the very

east is physically quite separated from Combe Down. It does, however, provide for a large number of students in the village. Keeping Combe
Down ward closely resembling the historical village would allow services to be delivered and held to account within a single community.
Currently the number 2 bus serves Combe Down, driving up Ralph Allen Drive, along The Avenue and Church Road, circling to Mulberry Park
on Bradford Road / North Road before turning back down Ralph Allen Drive. Additional service is provided from the U2 along Bradford Road /
North Road. The Fox Hill area has a separate bus which remains west of Fox Hill. The east of Combe Down therefore shares service entirely
with the remainder of the village. Local amenities are split in a similar way, with a Co-Operative along The Avenue (at Church Road) and
Bradford Road (at Fox Hill). The east of Combe Down would still rely on the west for groceries, the local doctor's surgery, the dentist,
pharmacy, public houses (and until recently a bank), not having any of its own nor close enough to any in the proposed Claverton Down ward.
Due to the preference for two-member wards within BANES, pairing Fox Hill and Combe Down into a single ward (as at present and in the
proposal) allows their shared experience (e.g. shared services and geographic isolation) to be well represented at local government. I would
therefore suggest using the following natural features as boundaries for the ward: Beyond the college to the North, the altitude greatly
decreases as once descends into Bath, with a large stretch after Priory Close almost uninhabited. South of Summer Lane is also a large drop.
Accessing this area is difficult due to the sharp slope, the poorly maintained footpaths, and much of the land is private and inaccessible, often
separated by small fenced-off streams. To the east, there is little between Shaft Road, except a few houses between there and the hospital.
Just North of Shaft Road is woodland. The playing field belongs to Prior Park College but Rainbow Wood to the north and Fairy Wood east of
the bridleway are managed by the National Trust at Claverton Down. To the west the cricket ground forms an obvious boundary, however the
transition into odd down on the north of the road is much less clear. Whilst the Sainsbury's supermarket, St Martin's school and Wellsway are
obviously in Odd Down as the settlement becomes less linear, it is not immediately apparent of the status of Hill Avenue and Hansford Square.
Entry Hill is often discussed as if a boundary - geography again shaping the communities. I have assumed these as boundaries and marked
them as Annotation 1. If population of the area is a large factor in determining the boundaries for Combe Down ward, I would recommend
shrinking the proposed boundary southwards and eastwards such that the easternmost boundary can be expanded to include the area
containing Tyning Road and Gladstone Road - marked Annotation 3. It could be expanded further still to contain St Winifreds Drive if that area
cannot be paired with Monkton Combe (this further area has been marked as Annotation 2) and westwards, along the Bradford Road, if other
constraints need fulfilling. To achieve these changes, it may be necessary to add an extra counsellor, however, I believe that in Bath, it is
important to respect such boundaries. Bath is a city which is defined heavily by it's geography and history. Settlements once built on the hills
surrounding the city are now suburbs, but they still obey and remain separated by the constraints laid out by the river, the steeply descending
hillsides, and the limited number of roads in and out of the city. Communities were founded separately and have, for the most part, remained
as such. To ignore the physical separation, such as in the case of the woodland between the east end of Combe Down and Claverton Down
would leave the small section of the village represented by an outside community which they do not have a shared experience with. I am
unable to comment in detail on proposals for other wards, as I am much less familiar with them. However, some changes which respect
infrastructure and terrain such as Twerton's expansion southwards, Newbridge's separation into urban and rural, Walcot's move to a single side
of the river appear sensible. I believe the above to be factually correct, but apologise in advance for any mistakes which may have been made.
Feel free to contact me for more information or to arrange a tour demonstrating the notes regarding Combe Down ward.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
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Feature Annotations
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Map Features:

Annotation 1:

to include in Combe Down ward

Comment text:
We live in and strongly identify with the village of Combe Down, and are currently part of Combe Down. Our daily links include, shops, health
services, school, neighbours, community organisations and our general life. Our lives are affected by what happens in C o mb e D ow n , n ot
C l a ver to n , s o we fe el we s h ou l d ha v e a s a y o n that through the local voting process as we are part of the constituency that has most
bearing on our daily lives- to move us out (and into Claverton) would disenfranchise us. We strongly believe that the are indicated on the
map above in blue should remain in the Combe Down ward.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Sarah Smith

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I strongly object to the proposed new boundary for Combe Down. No consideration has been given to the actual geography of Combe Down in relation to its
historic and current heart of the village and effectively cuts through the middle of Combe Down village. Historically Combe Down has centred around the
primary school and the shops In the Avenue and extending towards the Firs Fleld, this Is still the case and ls very much the central point for the community
with shops and services In this area.The proposed boundary cuts through the heart of the vlllage where there Is a very strong local community feellng,
annexing a very old and historic part of Combe Down and transferring it to Claverton, which is some miles away and a very separate village with its own strong
identity. If this goes ahead I would feel I would have no say or influence over the area in which I live and the local services which I use in Combe Down .
Combe Down has a very strong Identity and community and remains a distinct vlllage despite being part of Bath. The proposed boundary change appears to
have been arbltrarlly drawn through the mlddle of the village with no thought or regard to the historic past of Combe Down and more Importantly todays
community of Combe Down, the people who live here and are part of Combe Down. I feel very strongly that there must be a better place to put the new
boundary that will include all of the Combe Down community. I believe that if the people who have proposed this new boundary had visited Combe Down they
would not have proposed that the boundary be put in such a nonsensical place.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shirley Snoad
11 February 2018 15:54
Owen, David
Combe Down

Dear Mr Owen
I feel compelled to contact you having been brought up in the Village, although I now live in Hampshire.
I was visiting my brother at the weekend and was astounded to hear of the Boundary Commission's plan to split the
village right down the middle using The Avenue as a boundary line. This makes no sense to me at all. What will
this achieve? I immediately came to the conclusion that a far more appropriate boundary would be on Shaft
Road.
I understand these changes follow the huge amount of house building which has taken place on the old Foxhill
site. This will set up a lot of resentment towards the people living in the new properties as these changes will
fracture a thriving community which currently exists. For instance, will the residents displaced still be able to
access the doctors surgery? What about the catchment area of the local school? It just isn't right to take away
these facilities from families in favour of new people moving into the area.
I hope that the strength of feeling held by the residents will encourage a second look at the proposals.
Sincerely
Shirley Snoad (Mrs)
I
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

David Snook

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

The new proposed Oldfield Park Ward is much "too big°, moving from 5663 residents to 6845 is crazy. We currently have a well managed ward (Westmorland)
with two good councillors.
Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Rosemary Snook

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
The new proposed Oldfield Park ward is far too large to enable community affairs to be handled efficiently and effectively by the nominated councillors. I have
found the existing Westmoreland ward to be the best ward I have lived in as a lifetime Bath resident as regards local councillor involvement and effectiveness
and feel that my views are valued and comments are acted upon. I do not feel that this wlll continue If we Increase the ward area so wldely. I am very
concerned that this move would mean an Increase ln bureaucracy and a complete change In our community which would cause major discontent and confusion
and, ultimately, would be more expensive for the Council as issues would not be settled at ground level and would accelerate unnecessarily.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Jane Sparrow-Niang

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
To support full democracy for people living in Bath & NE Somerset, whatever the
geographical area and populations, I recommend that all areas have a minimum of 2
councillors each. This quota is especially important to encourage women to participate in
local government and for equity in decision-making at all levels. Reductions proposed in
the number of representatives are unecessary - the United Kingdom has enough
resources available - and will hinder effective local democracy if implemented in this
poorly constructed process to change boundaries and representation.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Don Spearman <
13 February 2018 11:32
Owen, David
Boundary changes. Combe Down, Bath.

Dear Sir,
Having seen the plans and listened to the points of both sides in this discussion I would point out
the following:‐
It would seem rather insensitive to the residents of Combe Down to put a ward boundary down a drung in the
middle of the village!
It would seem far more sensible to put the boundary down Shaft Road as the increase in the electorate would be
minimal.
The other option which seems very practical, would be to adjust the boundary proposals,
making the ward larger. This would then allow three Councillors to represent the ward!
Yours faithfully
Don Spearman
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenny Speller
16 February 2018 19:05
Owen, David
Combe Down Proposed Boundary Change

Dear Mr. Owen,
I am writing to register my concern and serious objection to any change in the
Combe Down boundary. This has clearly been proposed with a complete lack of
awareness or knowledge of the unique historical village which remains a very close knit community now. It has a
special identity with shared heritage links and also current
affiliations. We work together and our current councillors are very familiar and appreciated members of the
community. We have been through a great deal as a community with the infilling of the stone mines on Firs Field.
Those residents who are feeling threatened by these changes do not wish to see our community split up.
I hope that these proposals will be revisited and re‐considered.
Regards
Jenny Speller
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

richard squires

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I write as a past chair of the Widcombe Association,living in Widcombe.The proposed changes to the Widcombe ward are not satisfactory and do not meet the
stated aims of the LGBC.The strong,connected community of Widcombe would be split across 5 wards for local council representation,,eroding efficiency by
compllcatlng communications and community engagement on local Issues. I belleve Wards can be designed to achieve the equality of voters objective whilst stlll
reflecting our local community, le,through an extended Wldcombe and Lyncombe Ward.Such a proposal has been made to you by the Wldcome Association
(How stupid would it be that my local Parish Church,500 yds away,would now be put into a newly created Claverton. Down ward. Richard Squires •
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Stansall
18 February 2018 13:00
reviews
Lambridge Ward

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to object to the proposed boundary changes for the above Ward.
As it stands it would have negative consequences for the community.
Specifically it would cut off St Saviours Church from the centre of Larkhall and make community
representation more difficult and complex. Please come and see for yourself how important the
presence of the church is to the heart of Larkhall.
Secondly, it will create inconvenience and inefficiency to current Ward inhabitants by placing
those in Bailbrook within a newly configured Bathavon North Ward.
The proposals need further thinking through and proper consultation with residents on the ground.
Please do not make your final decision based on cutting short term costs and from a desk remote
from the community. It takes decades for communities to gel together and your proposal with split
Larkhall asunder.
Thank you
Paul Stansall
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

anne stapleford

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset
. I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of
Bath. I feel that the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area are not satisfactory
and do not meet the stated aims of the LGBC, other than in respect of voter equality.
The draft proposals result in the strong, vibrant and connected community of Widcombe
being split across five wards for local council representation. This would greatly
complicate communications and community engagement on local issues, eroding the
efficient working of our local government. In the Widcombe area we are very much part
of Widcombe yet these proposals move us to another, disconnected, ward. We have
strong social, transport and amenity links to Widcombe and this is our community. We
believe that we should be included in an extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We
believe wards can be designed to still achieve the equality of voters objective whilst
better reflecting our local community. I believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered
to better reflect our strong local community and achieve consistency of local
representation with predominately two councillor wards ( for example by combining
Widcombe & Lyncombe). I am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an
alternative way to achieve the stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality,
and commend these proposals to you. Yours faithfully Anne Stapleford
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Adrian Stenning
20th January 2018

Mr David Owen
Local Government Boundary Commission
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
LONDON
SW11 4QP

Dear Sir,
Objection to Amendment to Combe Down Boundary, Bath
I am firmly against the proposed draft boundary change to the Combe Down boundary with Claverton
Down.
Firstly, the proposed change will dissect almost through the heart of what is clearly Combe Down
village. The village is important historically and should remain whole and defined as Combe Down
village.
Secondly, whilst it can be understood that there is a desire for Councillors to represent approximately
the same number of voters I feel the proposed change is completely contrary to the statement that
"We also aim to ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local
communities...." As stated Combe Down village is historically important and continues to have a very
strong local identity and a very strong local community and strong community spirit. To re-draw the
boundary on the line as proposed will prevent the interests and identity of Combe Down village being
represented as it should and as is stated is the desire also of the changes.
If there remains a need to balance numbers then a review of the western and northern boundaries
would appear a more obvious solution. Re-aligning the eastern boundary as proposed does not
respect the local identity and community. I urge the Commission to reflect and amend this boundary
change proposal to respect the historic Combe Down village respect the interest & identity of the local
community.
Yours faithfully.

Julie Stenning

14th February 2018
Mr David Owen
Local Government Boundary Commission
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
LONDON
SW11 4QP
Dear Sir,
Amendment to Combe Down Boundary, Bath - Objection
I was extremely disappointed to read that the draft proposed boundary change to the Combe
Down boundary will dissect the Combe Down village in half. I feel it will be damaging to the
community and is a mistake. I urge you to re-consider the eastern boundary and revert it to
one that respects the history of the village and its name. The village should remain as one
and whole.
I understand that the reason for the proposed change is so that each Councillor represents
much the same number of voters, but the proposed change is incontrovertibly contrary to the
statement that "We also aim to ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and
identities of local communities....".
Combe Down is a defined village & community, although now conjoined to other suburbs of
Bath. It has a very strong & defined local identity and a very strong local community with
strong community spirit. To re-draw the boundary on the line proposed will split the village
and prevent the interests and identity of Combe Down village being represented as it should
be and as is also stated is the aim of the changes.
A review of the northern and western boundaries would appear a more obvious solution. I do
not understand the logic of amending the northern boundary and incorporating Perrymead into
the Combe Down Ward. I believe the residents of Perrymead feel greater affinity with
Widcombe rather than Combe Down. I therefore feel the current northern boundary should
remain as it is. I partly understand the moving of the western boundary but feel it should not
include the residences at the foot of Entry Hill that have more relationship with Bear Flat, nor
perhaps the residences south and west of the B3110. Doing this should enable Combe Down
village to remain as one. I repeat that re-aligning the eastern boundary as proposed does not
respect the local identity and community and I request that the Commission amends the
proposed boundary change to respect the interests of the community of Combe Down village.
If the boundary change does go ahead, I respectfully request that the name is retained for the
village of Combe Down and the ward called something else.
Yours faithfully.

2/19/2018
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Debbie Stevenson

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I am very confused by the bizarre proposal to not include St Saviour's church in the same ward as St Saviour's Infants and Junior schools, how an earth does
this make sense? Larkhall is a village to all of its residents and to carve up the area in this way damages community identity and interests. Larkhall is a
vibrant and energetic vlllage, well supported by both of our local councillors and needs to remain so.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/12035
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Koren Stickland

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
we object to the proposed reconstitution of combe down boundary for the following reasons: 1. the proposed boundary would separate the existing community;
2. the historical value of the village has not been property considered; 3. it is an unnatural boundary line through the heart of the village; 4. a large number of
people wlll be adversely affected and may suffer In terms of their Identity and house price; 5. residents have not been properly consulted and they are not In
favour of this proposal; and 6. Harry Patch would no longer fall within the combe down ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation. lgbce.org .uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/12111
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martin Sturge
11 February 2018 16:47
reviews
Ward Boundaries

Dear Sirs
Having received your advice of proposed changes in Ward Boundaries, and the suggested re-location of my address to
Kingsmead Ward, please be advised that I have not in over forty years felt any connection to that ward, and firmly
prefer to remain in Lansdowne Ward.
Yours sincerely
Martin Greenaway STURGE
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The Secretary
Boundary Commission – Bath & N E Somerset
Plans to split Combe Down Ward
10 February 2018
Dear Sir,
I wish to express my concern over the proposed plan to divide the
existing ward of Combe Down into two with part of the village being
placed in Claverton Down ward.
Combe Down is a strong integrated community which has a separate
and clear identity. The proposal to divide the ward has provoked
strong feelings since residents value being part of a village with its
various amenities. The local councilors have strong links with the
community and are well known and respected. For these reasons
residents are anxious to preserve the existing unity.
Claverton is a separate area which is quite apart from Combe Down.
The proposed division appears to have been done without reference
to local feelings and seems quite arbitrary. It would make far more
sense if the ward division were placed at Shaft Road which forms the
natural boundary. Such a move would enable the sense of
community to be preserved and have the support of the residents of
Combe Down.
I would ask that the Commission reconsider its proposal.
John Summers

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Summers >
09 February 2018 19:30
Owen, David
Combe Down Ward proposed changes

Dear Sir,
I am writing to urge you to reconsider the proposed new boundary for Combe Down which removes a
significant part of the village from the rest of the village. As an active retired couple, we walk into the
village most days for our daily paper as well as on other occasions for the doctor’s. We also sometimes
attend the Chapel for worship on a Sunday. As you will see from this, we feel very much part of Combe
Down.
On voting days, we walk to the Chapel which is on the way to the Co-op where we get the daily paper.
Many retired folk do the same. As the village primary school is just across the road from the polling station,
many parents drop their children off at school and then go and vote. If we became part of Claverton ward,
we would not be able to walk to the polling station and I think this could impact negatively on the number of
people casting their vote as we would have to get our cars out to get to the Polling Station, thus bringing
additional cars onto Bath’s already busy, polluted streets. With younger folk leading busy lives and some
not so committed to the political scene, I can imagine that some would not bother to add to their journey to
go and vote, particularly in local elections.
At a time when there has been a decline in the number of people voting and parties are considering how to
involve people more in politics, locally and nationally, I do think that the change, although seemingly minor,
could have an unintended negative consequence in the involvement of people in the voting process. There
seems to be a more natural boundary at Shaft Road, where there is a sign designating the road as the
beginning of the village.
Thank you for reading this letter. I urge you to reconsider the plan and make a small but significant
adjustment.
With kind regards,
Susan Summers.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

19 February 2018 16:19
Owen, David
Combe Down Village, Bath

I write to request that you do not go ahead with the proposed boundary change , which would split a very historic
village which played a huge part in the building of the World Heritage city of Bath. If you walk round the village you will
see that the proposed new boundary splits the village in two, right in the heart of the village and is an illogical division.
People who live in Combe Down , Combe Downers, have always felt it is a very special place and identify very much
with the place. We do not live in Claverton Down, a completely separate place, and want to continue to influence
decisions made about our own village.
Thank you for considering my points.
Susan Swainbank
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Roger Symonds

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Dear Sir/Madam I am writing as a resident of Bath &. North East Somerset living in Combe Down. I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new
wards in the City of Bath. I feel that the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area and Combe Down ward area are not satisfactory and do not meet the
stated alms of the LGBC, other than In respect of voter equallty. The draft proposals result ln the strong, vibrant and connected community of Wldcombe being
spilt across flve wards for local councll representation and the historic CD vlllage would be split In two. This would greatly complicate communications and
community engagement on local issues, eroding the efficient working of our local We have strong social, transport and amenity links to Widcombe and in
Combe Down. These historic areas are our communities. We believe that we should be included in an extended Widcombe &. Lyncombe ward and that Combe
Down vlllage shouts not be split across two wards. We belleve wards can be designed to stlll achieve the equallty of voters objective whilst better reflectlng our
local community. I belleve the ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our strong local community and achieve consistency of local
representation with predominately two councillor wards { for example by combining Widcombe &. Lyncombe) and Combe Down village should remain one ward. I
am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and
commend these proposals to you. Yours faithfully

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation. lgbce.org .uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/11982
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